Press release

On February 21, he left the photo contest ''Italian Liberty’’, organized and promoted by the cultural
ANDEL (National Association of Defense Buildings Liberty). The competition is part of the project
‘‘Italia Liberty’’ conceived and directed by Andrea Speziali, expert scholar of the artistic "Art
Nouveau" and author of several books on architecture Liberty.
The Photo Contest ‘‘Italian Liberty’’ is sponsored by the portal of the Cultura Italia (Ministry of
Heritage and Culture), by the European project PartagePlus and ENIT National Tourism Agency.
The artistic director of the competition, Andrea Speziali uses several collaborations: scholars,
academics, art historians and critics, researchers, state archives, schools, universities, academies
and public and private art collections. Paramount importance to achieve the purpose of the project
is the website www.italialiberty.it through which the creator Andrea Speziali, it is proposed to reevaluate an artistic movement like that of floral style in Italy. The photo competition aims to excite
and bring young and old in this cultural project in the future that sees the publication of a series of
publications on the Liberty for each divided region of Italy.

Participation in "Italian Liberty" is free of charge and is open to young and old, professionals and
amateurs, young soles all levels, to all lovers of beauty and values of which Liberty is a carrier.
The Photo Contest was born from Lara Vinca Masini, Andrea Speziali and Valeria Scandellari,
President of ANDEL, with the intention of promoting a census of the whole Art Nouveau in Italy. This
need has manifested itself due to the success of the various exhibitions "Romagna Liberty and La
Spezia Liberty" in various prestigious venues in Emilia Romagna, edited by Artistic Director Andrea
Speziali, a member of the Scientific Committee ANDEL

The contest, free of charge, expires 31 October 2013 subject to extension based on the need to
give more space and visibility to the photos we have received.
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E can refer to the contest rules, find the registration form and keep abreast of developments by
visiting the website: www.italialiberty.it/concorsofotografico and or the official facebook page:
www.facebook.com/Italianliberty.
The top three winners will be awarded a certificate of participation for the other competitors.
The awards one month after the end of the competition in order to allow the jury to view the
material received and the winners.
The participant will be awarded in the region of residence regardless of the photo sent that may
relate to other Italian regions.
The themes from which to draw inspiration will be four: "Architecture Liberty'' on the architectural
aspect possibly external "Furniture Liberty'' on the shots to the furniture, "Art Nouveau" addressed
to the drawings, paintings, works of art material and finally "Free Liberty" regarding any aspect of
Liberty with particular attention to the particularities ever portrayed.
It 'can be submitted photographs for each topic. The photos do not rewarded (the photographic
material will not be returned) in each case can be selected to be published in the book series ''Italia
Liberty’’.
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